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Liaison with the Special Demonstration Sauad MPSB
On 22 February 19799 : SyS :and: SyS :had a useful diPPAmgicn i
office with the ftead of SDS, DCI Mike FERGUSON.
! SyS ,'s
1
i SyS
WI-dined thati syS j would deal with the routine prooe ifjwith
the SDS reports —and—We then had a discussion about the way cooperatio
between F6 and SDS could be developed under the following headings:—
a)

•

Identification and Sources

SDS had already provided a list of their sources and
arrangements were in hand to convert any open files into
F6 held PF's.
SyS_I explained the II system for restrictini
the circulation7brfiles. FERGUSON was asked for his view
on the indoctrination of certain specified desk officers in
the identification of SDS sources particularly in the
anarchist field. In general SDS are reluctant that this
should happen but would keep the situation under review
and might ask for indoctrination if this was likely to
prove operationally necessary.
b) Targets Under Development by SDS

•
1

FERGUSON outlined the procedure by which SDS sources
were targetted. He confirmed that their source operating
in RCLB would remain there and that the former CPE(ML) sourcE
had withdrawn but he was actively investigating a replacement
He was asked about coverage of the WRP and he said that
although the WRP was not considered to be a law and order
problem, nevertheless he was ready to put a source into the
WRP if this would legitimately act as a stepping stone for
penetration of an SDS target.
c)

Joint Targetting

[ Sy
gave FERGUSON a copy of our requirements list
and FERGUSON said that he would do what he could to place
his sources in areas whteik we found we did not have coverage.
at. FERGUSON also said that he would welcome "tactical"
targetting on those organisations in which sources were
already established since he said that it would provide
added interest for SDS. We went on to discuss how this
should be handled and agreed that
sys Iwould act as a
focal point both for the Security '5"-ffitlÔé targetting requests
for SDS and also for the handling of feedback on routine SDS
reports.
d)
SyS
was introduced and
SyS Idescribed her role in
F6. -FEMUSbN said that
was in a "peculiar situation"
and was a temperamental although very reliable agent. Again
h e accepted the principle of a detailed briefing by
F6
/...
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and had no objection to this once
had settled down
with a new handler. It appeared that the existing handler
was not completely satisfactory
FERGUSON also undertook
to provide an outline of
career to give us a bette
indication of areas into which he might have access.
The discussion finished with two brief points.
In relation to SyS training,
as e whether a rehabilitated SDS
source might also be called upon. FERGUSON had no objection in
principle and it was agreed that the views of head of train'
would be sought. FERGUSON
made a request for SyS assistance on a
different topic.
2.

•

SyS :said he would consider this.
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